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SPATIAL ORGANIZATION IN FOURTEENTH CENTURY SYRIA:
AN EXERCISE IN HISTORIOGRAPHY1

Engin Akarli*

ABSTRACT
This article is an analysis of the general pattern of spatial organization in
fourteenth century Syria in the light of modern studies of urban and regional
organization. First, the article introduces the theoretical framework of the hierarchical
scene of human settlements. Then, it defines fourteenth century Syria as a region
the economic well-being of which relied heavily on intra-regional specialization
and trade, as well as on commerce with the neighboring regions. The realization
of these conditions necessitated the existence of an effective transportation network.
In the article, the transportation system in the area is discussed along with the
efforts of the Mamluk government to make the most out of the available transportation technology. The efforts of the Mamluks were related not only to their
concern about commerce, or, rather, about the maximization of tax revenues, but
also to the nature of their military-administrative organization. A detailed discussion
of the relevant aspects of the Mamluk administrative system follows next in the
article. This discussion indicates that there existed a direct relationship between
the economic and administrative functions of Syrian towns, as well as between
the population of a town and the size of its military garrison. On the basis of
the interrelationship among these four factors a model is developed in the concluding section of the article to analyze the spatial organization of human agglomerations in fourteenth century Syria.

INTRODUCTION
Urban analysis in Middle Eastern historical studies has drawn the attention of a
number of prominent scholars. One can recall the works of Lapidus, Stern-Hourani,
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Mantran, Cahen, Ziadeh, Frye, and Lassner among many others. Most of these works
deal with individual cities or individual aspects of urban socio-political life. 2 Macro
or broader analyses which study the premodern Middle Eastern city as an element
of a spatial organization pattern or structure are very few. The historical data at hand
hardly avails itself to such analyses. Yet, ways must be found to fill the gaps
in our knowledge, for urban history is bound to remain incomplete unless it accounts
for the interactions between individual cities and their surrounding areas.
Modern research and theory may be of assistance. Modern urban and regional
studies discuss the rationale of the distribution of human beings in a given space at
a given time, compare different orders of urban and rural centers, and analyze the
relations among them. These studies emphasize the hierarchical distribution of human
agglomerations and then discern the more important determinants of the composition
of a particular scheme of hierarchy. Their findings can be fruitfully employed in historical research so far as they are relevant to the specific historical case under
consideration.
The present article is such an attempt. First, it introduces the theoretical framework
of the hierarchical scene of human settlements. Then it compares the sizes and
functions of human agglomerations in fourteenth century Syria with a view to analyzing
the general pattern of spatial organization in one of the most highly commercialized
regions of the times.
This commercialization has been the major reason for concentrating the research
on Syria. The reason for delimiting the research to the fourteenth century, or, rather,
1317-1388, on the other hand, has been the relative political stability and economic
prosperity prevailing during this period. 3 Without some degree of economic exchange
implied by commercialization, and without stability and prosperity, which make possible
the examination of economic activities in a state of relative "equilibrium,"* the application of the findings of modern research to a premodern situation would have been
highly complicated.
An evaluation of these complications is beyond the principle objective of the
present article. Here, modern theory and research findings are applied to a particular
historical setting in order to develop a broader framework within which to analyze
urbanization in that setting, notwithstanding the inadequacy of the data at hand.
In the concluding section of the article, such a framework is offered in the form of
a model which needs to be verified through further investigation into the primary sources.
As it is, the present article relies essentially on secondary and tertiary sources,
representing an attempt to organize the available information in a meaningful way,
to resolve contradictory evidence, to raise new, analytical questions on the basis
of old information, and to program further research. In that sense, this article is
not so much a work of history as it is an exercise in historiography.

THEORY
Hierarchical scene of human agglomerations :
Empirical data indicates that there is a regularity to the areal structure of human
settlements. Especially in a large, homogeneous territory, or a meaningful system of
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regions, there is a definite and regular ordering of human agglomerations. Such
an ordering may range from hamlets (agglomerations of the smallest or first order)
through villages, towns and regional cities up to primate cities (agglomerations of
the largest or nth order). Each order has associated with it a specific spatial spread
of hinterland (tributary area). The hinterland of an agglomeration contains the hinterlands
of a finite number of agglomerations of the next lower order (which have smaller size
hinterlands). Corresponding to each order there is both a definite number of functions
which each agglomeration of that order performs, and a population-size typical for
each agglomeration of that order. Functions performed by the lower order agglomera
tions correspond to more frequent, smaller and relatively cheaper demands, while
functions performed by the higher order agglomerations correspond to less frequent
and usually more expensive demands. 5
Most of this information on the economics of spatial organization is derived from
research on industrialized societies such as Western Europe and the United States.
There are, however, studies which indicate that there would be a rational (functional)
hierarchical system of human settlements in any given naturally delimited zone under
all modes of production with a certain degree of commercialization. 6 The natural
(ecological) limits of one particular zone would vary according to the available tech
nology of transportation and production. So long as technology remained unchanged,
the spatial organization system of a particular region would be shaped according to
the efficiency with which the available technology could be utilized. 7
Let us assume a "featureless plain" with the same productivity at all points. 8
The peasants or producers of a particular village or hamlet on this plain are producing
food beyond their requirements and are willing to exchange the surplus for services
or for manufactured articles provided by town-a. Actually, town-a is a focal point
village of our featureless plain, because this village has a natural advantage over
others to serve as a market for all the villages of the plain.
The peasants would bring their surplus produce to town-a as long as it is
economically feasible for them to do so. In other words, if the transportation costs
were larger than the total revenue that the market in town-a permitted the producers
to earn, then they would seek to sell their produce elsewhere. In that case there
would be more than one market-town in our plain, and each market-town would have a
more or less circular hinterland of its own, as illustrated in the following diagram.

A = Hinterland (tributary area)
of town - a
Β = Hinterland of town - b

Here R is the maximum distance of cultivated areas which would keep sending their
surplus produce to town-a. Now let us contemplate upon some factors which influence
R. Say :

i
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y, = production of a peasant at a distance χ from the town.
k = cost of transporting one unit of the product a unit distance.
ζ = consumption of a peasant.
S = the value of the surplus product a peasant takes to the market-town.
Ρ = price per unit of product at the market-town.
Then :

Ρ (y*- z) — (yx-z) k x = S
Now, as long as S. > Sb > 0 for a marginal peasant, he will send his surplus produce
to town-a. If through time Sb becomes higher than S, (Sb>S„>0), then the marginal
peasant's surplus pruducf will be marketed in town-b. When Sa < Sb < 0, then he will
look for another market, that is, another town. As R is the maximum distance of
cultivated areas which would keep sending their economic surplus to a particular
town, S = 0 when χ = R, by definition. If we substitute R for χ :

Ρ (y R -z) - (y R -z) kR=0
PyR—Pz—yRkR+zkR=0
yR ( P - k R ) - z ( P - k R ) = 0
(y*-z) (P-kR) =0
That is :
ρ
Y R =z , and R = η— ,
yR = ζ means that there would not exist any market-town if the peasant consumed
all it produced. It also indiactes that if there were drops in the production level due
to bad harvest or destructive wars or epidemics, then the towns would be affected
ρ
by the calamity. The other equation, R = -j— suggests that as the cost of transportation
increases, the area of influence of the town would decrease, while if the prices increase,
the area of influence of the town would also increase.
Transportation cost is a function of such inputs as load weight, distance, speed,
and freight safety. Prices are determined by the rules of supply and demand. Supply
would be determined by the production technology, peasant consumption norms and
transportation technology. Demand would be determined by the size (population) of
the town and the town consumption norms. In return, the size of the town, in an
isolated agricultural setting such as the one assumed here, would depend on supply
(or aggregate surplus produce available to the town). If towns a and b would specialize
in different goods and exchange them, however, and if both towns benefitted from
this extended trade, then the sizes of both towns would increase. Some peasants
who lived close to towns would then move Into the towns, and other peasants who
lived in the very periphery of the town hinterlands would be absorbed into the
economic orbit of the towns. Consequently, interregional trade would influence the
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size of a town. The point to keep in mind here is that, given the technology of
transportation, the greater the intervening distance is, in general, the smaller will be
the trade between towns a and b, the higher degree of self-sufficiency at both towns,
and the fewer who ply in the production of exchangable goods.
Another point to keep in mind is that the extra-economic measures taken by
a political mechanism could influence the relationship between a central place and
its hinterland.
For example, the taxes in kind imposed on the peasant would force him to lower
levels of consumption and thereby increase the local surplus to be transferred to the
town, (yR(1-t) = z, Where t is the tax rate). Dues collected in the market place, on
the other hand, could adversely affect the reach of town's influence or hinterland.

Now let us apply the foregoing theoretical discussion to Syria in the fourteenth
century. First, it is necessary to define the natural boundaries of the region of Syria.

FOURTEENTH CENTURY SYRIA
Syria and its neighborhood :
By 'Syria and its neighborhood' is meant an area encircled by the Taurus and
Kurdistan Mountains to the north, Zagros Mountains and the Persian Gulf to the
east, the Mediterranean Sea and the Libyan Desert to the west, and the Arabian
Desert and the Red Sea to the south. The Red Sea extends in a northwest direction and
joins the Sinai Desert to separate one big portion of this area, namely the Nile Valey of
Egypt. Between the east coast of the Red Sea and the Arabian Desert is squeezed
a second region, the Hijaz. The Arabian Desert mixes into the Syrian Desert at its
north and into the Sinai Desert at its northwest. The triangular shape of the Syrian
Desert further separates the area into the regions of Syria and Iraq. These two
tilted rectangular regions overlap in the very north of the area, on the Desert of
Sinjar, which forms a natural border between them.
Due to varying degrees of rainfall, the triangle of the Syrian Desert resolves itself into two principal component parts : the apex of the triangle or the Little Desert
(al-shâmiya), and the rest of the triangle or the Great Desert (al-samâwa). The Little
Desert is the only easily traversible part of the Syrian Desert. Thanks to the winter
rainfalls (200-400 mm), in spring patches of the Little Desert are thinly covered with a
kind of feathery grass, and all the year round most of it is sparsely covered with camel
thorn, and a variety of aromatic plants. Water is near the surface in every depression
and natural springs and wells occur frequently. In many places the surface is hard
and relatively smooth. Unlike the Great and Arabian deserts, sand-dune formations
and patches of soft sand are rare. All these factors explain the more inhabitable and
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traversible nature of the Little Desert compared to that of the Great Desert. To put
it in other terms, while the Little Desert connects the Mediterranean seaboard with
the Mesopotamian valley, the Great Desert separates the two. (See the Map.)

SYRIA

AND ITS NEIGHBOURS

(W. Popper, Egypt and Syria Under the Circassian Sultans, 1382-1468, Berkeley. 1955-57, Vol. XV,
Mapl; R.Nyrop et al.: Area Handbook for Syria, Washington, D.C., 1971, p.U ; The Economic
Development of Syria, Baltimore, 1955, fac. p. 6 ; C.PGrant, The Syrian Dessert, New York,
1938, fac. p. 105 and xvi. )
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Given this location of Syria and the transportation technology of the fourteenth
century, the roads which connected Egypt and the Hijaz to Iraq and further beyond had
to cross Syria, providing it with the benefits of interregional trade. As for Syria's
commercial relations with the rest of the Mediterranean world, much of it was
conducted through Mamluk Egypt which politically dominated Syria. Still, interregional
trade was a significant source of revenue for Syria, as the general semi-aridity of
the area rendered agricultural activity rather precarious. The Syrian coastlands were
mountainous in a gentle way, and received sufficient rain to yield the standard
Mediterranean crops, fruits, vegetables and olives and grain. In the oases and along
the few rivers, too, agriculture fared well. Elsewhere, however, the productivity of
the peasant necessarily remained low, while quite an important section of the population
had to make a living as pastoralist nomads.
Under these circumstances the economic well-being of the area depended on the
prospects of intra-regional specialization and trade, which, in turn, necessitated the
existence of an effective transportation network.9
Transportation :
In fourteenth century Syria there were three basic means of transportation: (a)
Beasts of burden, (b) river transportation, and (c) sea transportation.10 The most
common and economical beast of burden used was the camel. Its load capacity was
higher than those of horse and donkey. The pack camel walked at two and a half or
three miles an hour and covered distances of fifteen or twenty miles at a stretch
with an average load of three hundred-weights (cwts) or about 350 lbs. in hot
weather. In cooler weather or short journeys it could carry heavier loads, as heavy
as 1000 lbs. On short journeys, the camel could travel seven to fourteen hours a day,
on long journeys only seven hours a day. That means, if one had to use one camel
per day to carry a 1000 lb commodity to a fourteen mile distant location, he would
have to use more than two camels on the same route but to a destination point twice
as far away. Camels traveled in groups (qâfila) known to us as caravans. The smaller
the caravan, the faster it could move; the larger the caravan, the slower its progress
would be, and the greater the number of inevitable delays, but the more adequate
its escorting guard. Consequently, when the roads were safe, commercial caravans
would be smaller in size than in the case of unruly times.11
caravan transportation
river

transportation

sea transportation

DISTANCE
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On the other hand, in both sea and river (when navigable) the transportation
costs per unit commodity would vary less with the distance covered, compared to
camel transportation, and, in general, both sea and river transportation would be
cheaper than camel transportation. This situation is illustrated in the diagram
above. '2
It is already mentioned that transportation cost is a function of load weight, distance, speed and freight safety. As the Mamluk state which ruled over Syria could
control neither the sea routes nor the ports which were dominated by the merchantpirates of other powers, the absence of freight safety increased the costs of sea
transportation as illustrated in the following diagram. u

I
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COST
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•

n
1
1

without freight

safety

^ ^ ^ * ^

^^__

with

freight safety

---—^i
1
1
t

DISTANCE
(That is, if 10 ships left Alexandria for Tripoli and if 3 of them were captured by the pirates,
the sale of the goods carried by the remaining 7 ships had to make up for the losses).
On the other hand, the Mamluks encouraged land transportation through a number
of ways : They assured freight safety, and built caravanserais and bridges in order
to lower the costs of transportation. In Syria the main threat to the caravans came
from the beduins. The beduins hit the caravans for booty to make up for their rather
meager living. Under normal circumstances, however, they must have never meant to
annihilate trade, for regular trade would mean a regular source of income (booty) for
them, not to mention that it was the very beduin himself who supplied the merchants
with camels." Moreover, quite a few tribal chiefs dwelled in towns, and they
probably were merchants themselves. Nevertheless, beduins seized every opportunity,
as at times of a weaker central authority, to increase their 'share' (booty) in commerce.
A strong central government, such as that of the Mamluks in the fourteenth century,
however, would force the beduins to settle for less. The Mamluks, indeed, kept the
beduins out of the roads most of the time. 1 5 This the Mamluks accomplished not
only through sheer power but also by paying off the beduins and by alotting fiefs
to them in return for the beduins' watch over roads. " The latter case means that the
Mamluks internalized a certain portion of the costs of trade by directing state revenue
to the beduins. If the state did not pay the beduins, the merchants would. If bargain
between the beduins and merchants would not work, then the merchants would be
forced to travel with a larger body of guards and with larger caravans both of which
would increase costs of transportation.
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Another contribution of the Mamluks to transportation services was to build
caravanserais and bridges at critical points on important roads. Caravanserais provided
the merchants with free and secure lodging. They were waqf institutions. In other words,
the state once more internalized a portion of the costs of transportation by directing
state revenue to the use of caravanserais. Caravanserais had two other functions :
first, they reduced the effective costs of transportation as they enabled the pack
camel to cover the right amount of distance with the right amount of load.,7 Second,
the caravanserais served as markets for merchants travelling from and to different
directions, as well as for the neighboring villagers and beduins. Such opportunities
helped the merchant make extra profits and thus further decrease his costs of transportation.
The Mamluks' was not the only state to build a caravanserai system. Both the
Ayyubids before them and the Ottomans after them built caravanserais.18 The Ayyubids
built seven caravanserais in Syria,19 while Ottomans built nine of them on the Syrian
portion of the pilgrimage road.20 The Mamluks, on the other hand, built twentyseven
caravanserais in Syria.21 The curious point about the Mamluks is not that they
built more caravanserais but smaller and more frequent ones. They built one about
every fourteen kilometers or nine miles.22 That the Mamluks built smaller and more
frequent caravanserais would indicate that the caravans, too, were smaller in size
and, therefore, travel was faster.
One final point to be made about the Mamluk system of communications is that
they collected tolls only on leaving or entering Syria at Qatya. a This toll increased
the costs of transportation from the merchants' point of view. Yet, merchants elsewhere
in the fourteenth century medieval world would have to pay tolls much more frequently
in an area of Syria's size. Once more, one has to acknowledge the Mamluks' concern
about maintaining an effective transportation system which would foster intra- as well
as interregional commerce. The following diagram should illustrate the affect of the
Mamluk cost-reduction measures on the transportation-cost function of caravan trade
in fourteenth century Syria.

«. unsafe roads
"

safe roads
safe roads with

Aleppo

Qatjra

caravanserais

Cairo

There was a close relationship between the Mamluks' concern about an effective
transportation network and their administrative system.
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The Military-Administrative System of the Mamluks :

Under the Mamluk administration, Syria or al-bilâd al-shâmiya consisted of seven
sub-provinces or mamlakas : (a) Dimashq (b) Halab, (c) Hama, (d) Tarabulus, (e) Safad,
(f) Ghazza, and (g) al-Karak.24 The governor-general or the malik al-umerâ resided
in Damascus and, in his capacity as the Viceroy of the Sultan (nâyib a!-sultan), presided
over the governors of sub-provinces, as well as other administrative officals of military
backgorund (arbâb al-suyûf), and the provincial civilian officials (arbâb al-aqlâm and
al-muta'ammimûn). Amirs were divided into ranks which corresponded to a specific
number of "mamluks" (specially trained chivalric "slaves") they were entitled to
keep in their service regularly and to the number of soldiers they were to command
during campaigns. Almost all the amirs were of mamluk background. There were,
however, low-ranking amirs who were actually of the local people such as tribal
chieftains. These local amirs had to watch over roads and supply labor for public
construction or fulfill similar administrative tasks at peace time. Local amirs belonged
to ajnâd ai-halqa (troops of freemen) as did the ordinary soldiers of the campaign army. 25
In the Mamluk administrative system, each person who served the state in a
position of command was remunerated through a fief corresponding to his military
grade. 26 A fief was a right conceded by the state on the tax revenues of a piece
of cultivated land or of other economic activities. Most of the fiefs were rights on
agricultural tax revenues. 27 Agricultural taxes were levied either in cash or in kind,
according to the agricultural product and according to circumstances. 28 Taxes on
grain, which was the most important crop, where collected in kind as a general
rule but not always. 29
There were essentially two kinds of fiefs : valuable fiefs assigned to an office
for a specific purpose and lesser or minor fiefs assigned to individual persons. 30 The
latter were titles to the revenues from a single village or to a portion of them. These
fiefs were usually issued to local amirs or other officers of the ajnâd al-halqa. As
already mentioned, the ajnâd al-halqa were a militia of free men. In the Ayyubid
times and in early Mamluk period they constituted an important part of the SyrioEgyptian army. Gradually, however, and especially with the fief redistributions (rawk)
of 1297, 1313 and 1315, the Mamluks reduced the ajnâd al-halqa to an insignificant
position in order to increase the power of the central government. Many of the
halqa fiefs were reallotted to royal offices, and the rest were not only further reduced
in size but also reassigned in areas remote from the dwelling places of claimants.
A fief claimant ended up being the tenant of another claimant in his own village and
a lord in someone else's village. 31 He had to take a trip or send an agent to his
fief village, collect the returns on his fief, take these returns to the most profitable
market, exchange them for other goods or cash, and return to his own village.
A wide speculation on minor fief chits (mithâl) was the natural outcome of the
Mamluk redistribution policy. Throughout the fourteenth century, the chits kept
changing hands. The central government did not intervene so long as the chits did
not accumulate in the hands of potential rivals of the Sultan such as Mamluk amirs
or powerful tribal chieftains. Otherwise, the government was satisfied with collecting
a special tax on every noticed exchange. 32 According to al-Maqrizi's complaints, 33 many
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fiefs eventually ended up in the hands of shopkeepers and peddlers. This could not
have been but a normal consequence of transportation and market conditions. Both
shopkeepers and peddlers were men with commercial connections that reached beyond
their dwelling place. It is interesting to notice that nor were the tribal chieftains
much affected by the rawks, 34 for, one would think, they, too, were men with connections that extended beyond their immediate surroundings.
The relationship between the minor fiefs and market and transportation conditions
is quite clear, but it was the concern over the optimization of the revenues on more
valuable fiefs which really prompted the Mamluk administration to keep up an
effective transportation system. Valuable fiefs were titles to the tax revenues from a
number of villages. These villages were as a rule scattered in various parts of the
jurisdiction of the office to which the fief was assigned. 35 The main purpose of this
rule seems to have been to level off the fluctuations in fief income resulting from
varying degrees of rainfall from one year to another and from one location to
another. 36
The mamluks were paid by the amirs or the sultan, under whomever they served. 3 7 In the case of the amirs, they had to distribute two thirds of their income among
the mamluks who served under them. In practice, however, this apportionment was
not strictly observed, so that, in 1365, it even became necessary to issue a decree
requiring the amir to share his income equally with his troops. 38
This decree indicates that the central government did not intervene in the collection of revenues. 39 There were the agents of the central government in all regions
of the Sultanate, but they were not involved in the collection of revenues. It was
incumbent upon each official to reap the benefits that accrued from the fiefs which
came along with his office. As for the taxes collected in cash, this would have
caused little difficulty, but in the case of the taxes in kind, transportation costs
would have loomed as a crucial problem. A set of figures preserved in Popper40 indibetween the net and gross incomes of the fief-holders. The difference was due to
"processing costs", that is, mainly transportation expenses. Those officials who held
cates that in the case of grain-producing lands there was about 7-10 percent difference
large enough fiefs, such as the governors, and other important provincial officials
and highranking amirs, would naturally attempt to minimize their expenses by building bridges, caravanserais, khâns (inns), and other commercial constructions, and by
seeing to the safety of the freight. The available data indicates the predominating
role played by the amirs and other provincial officials in the construction of such
edifices in Syria. 41
For the provincial amirs to undertake constructive projects which improved their
lot, however, the central government in Egypt must have kept the amirs in their
offices for a reasonable duration of time. This seems to have been the case in
fourteenth century Syria. Lapidus explains the political stability that prevailed during
this period in terms of the length of tenures in office. 42 Yet, too long terms in
provincial offices would tend to weaken the control of the center over the provinces,
threatening the entire system with dismemberment and undermining the prospects
of intra- as well as interregional trade. Exactly this had happened in thirteenth century
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Syria under the Ayyubids and the Latins as well as the early Mamluks, when fiefs
were hereditary, and transfer of fief holders was not common practice. 43
Under the fourteenth century Mamluks, the more important fiefs were assigned
to positions, rather than individual persons. 44 There was a specific number of mamluks
who served in each mamlaka. Amirs were appointed to command these mamluks and
to administer the mamlaka. An amir was not entitled to dispose of any namluk /who
served under him, nor acquire new mamluks except with the approval of the central
government. When an amir was transferred from one mamlaka to another, he was
almost invariably unable to take his mamluks with him. The same rule was applied to
his fiefs or estate as to his mamluks. He lost both when he was transferred to a
new position in a new mamlaka.
If the political concern of the center for maintaining control over the provinces
was one reason behind this policy, economic considerations were equally important.
The size of the mamluk regiment in a particular town-a must have been closely related
to the area of economic influence of that town, or to the economic potential of its
hinterland A. Promotion for an amir must have meant appointment to a new town-b
with a richer hinterland B, and which, therefore, could support a larger regiment of
mamluks. Indeed, as already indicated, the rank of an amir varied according to the
value of the fiefs of his 'amir-ship' and to the number of mamluks he thereby
commanded. 46
This means that there would be a close relationship between the size of a
town and the troop equivalents of fiefs granted in the economic hinterland of the
same town. Actually, the connection between the size of the military regiment in a
town and the town's population would be a two way relationship. While the central
government would assign troops to a town according to its economic strength, the
presence of a regiment in a town would contribute to the size of the town. 4 7 Whichever
way one looks at it, it would be possible to say that in fourteenth century Syria the
economic functions of towns coincided with their political functions. **
In al-Zahiri's work, there is a list of the troops of the governors and amirs in
Syrian mamlakas.49 According to this list, the greatest number of mamluk troops were
concentrated in the mamlaka of Dimashq (about 3,000], then in Halab (about 2,000), and
Tarabulus (1,000). The mamluk contingents of the mamlakas of Safad (300-400), Hama
(300-400), and Ghazza (80-100) M were smaller, while the al-Karak regiment was
insignificant. On the basis of the hypothesis above (about the relationship between
sizes of regiments and populations of towns), al-Zahiri's list can be used to crosscheck the scanty information on town populations that is at hand, with a view to
describing the hierarchy of Syrian towns in the fourteenth century and to discussing
how towns related to one another within that framework.

Hierarchy of towns :
Ziadeh discusses the population of Syrian towns in the fourteenth century on
the basis of contemporary accounts. He reaches the following conclusions : Damascus
and Aleppo 100,000 each, Tripoli 20,000, Jerusalem, Beirut, Antioch and Ghazza 10,000
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each, and twentytwo smaller towns 2,000 each.51 When checked over against the
list of mamluk troops in each mamlaka and other information Ziadeh's list calls for
revisions. The list of mamluks suggests that Damascus was more populous than
Aleppo. Other information indicates the same. There were 364 masjids and about
70 khans in Damascus, but 215 masjids and about 35 khans in Aleppo.52 According
to the Ottoman census of early sixteenth century, Aleppo and Damascus had equal
populations.53 Aleppo seems to have begun to gain parity with Damascus from the
end of the fourteenth century, after southeastern Anatolia was brought under Mamluk
rule in 1374-5. Before that, Aleppo was cut off from her natural hinterland and lagged
behind Damascus.54
Still another factor that contributed to Aleppo's prosperity seems to have been
the opening up of the Baghdad road towards the end of the fourteenth century.55
For whatever reason, during the greater part of the fourteenth century the important
trade route which connected Iraq to Egypt and to Anatolia, including Istanbul, in
both cases via Aleppo, had remained idle. This situation would not have had but a
negative influence on Aleppo's size. Eventually, however, with the revitalization of
the Baghdad route Aleppo became a city equally important as Damascus. In other
words, Aleppo and Damascus were essentially cities of the same order with similar
functions. They were both subregional centers where the special products of their
adjoining areas (which included the desert) were exchanged, highly skilled manufacturing activities were concentrated, and exports to other regions than Syria were
undertaken. Damascus exported to Egypt, and Aleppo to Baghdad and Anatolia. Aleppo
was situated at the junction of more important trade routes, but Damascus was
located on a more fertile plain.
An interesting point that one notices about the more prosperous times of Damascus
is that these times coincided with the more prosperous times of Cairo, at least under
the Ayyubids, Mamluks and Ottomans. On the other hand, Aleppo merchants maintained good relations with the rulers of Anatolia and Iraq. In fact, while the Aleppans
welcomed the Ottoman rule enthusiastically in 1516, the Damascenes rebelled at the
first opportunity. Throughout the Ottoman rule Aleppo remained a loyal city
and the regional capital of Syria. From the mid-nineteenth century, with the
increasing prospects in Egypt, Damascus once more began to catch up with Aleppo in
size and importance. At the end of these developments many Damascenes but very
few Aleppans participated in Arab nationalist organisations the more important of
which had headquarters in Cairo.56
In summary, the rivalry between Damascus and Aleppo to become the most
prominant city of Syria arose from the fact that these cities were of the same order
with similar functions. It would be appropriate to think of Syria as a region that
consisted of two subregions; Aleppo controlled the economy of the northern subregion
and Damascus that of the southern subregion. The lead of either one of these centers
over the other, and therefore over the whole region, was mainly determined by the
prospects of interregional trade among Syria, Egypt, Anatolia, the Hijaz and Iraq.
This argument, however, should not overshadow that there was some degree of specialization between these two cities. During the fourteenth century, Aleppo's specialities
were wood and marble works, figs and pistachios, weapons, livestock and beasts of
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burden, and, especially, soap and perfume, while those of Damascus were silk, linen,
embroideries, jewelry and other luxory goods and ceramics, glassware, iron and leather
works and apricots. 57 It was precisely this specialization between the two cities that
helped Aleppo remain an important city during the fourteenth century in spite of
the various limitations enforced on her by political circumstances.
Tripoli was the third largest town of Mamluk Syria. It was the center of a
sugar-growing area with a refining industry. Its textile industry was important as
well, but unlike Aleppo and Damascus she lacked industries of war materials and
luxory goods. 58
Ziadeh does not include Hama among larger towns. Yet, according to Ibn Battuta,
it was "one of the dignified centres and elegant cities of Syria... it has a suburb
called el-Mansuriya, which is larger than the town itself." 5 9 Sourdel tells us that alMansuriya was really a quarter of the city on the other bank of the river. 60 There
were about 360 mamluks stationed in the mamlaka, but there were 6.000 halqa
troopers along with them. There were 12,000 halqa troopers in Damascus. 6,000 in
Aleppo, 4,000 in Tripoli, 1,000 in Safad, and 1,000 in Ghazza.61 Under all circumstances
Hama has to be reckoned as a larger town than Ziadeh affirms. Hama's specialities
were silk and other textiles, fruit and some artifacts. Its position on a very fertile
plain between the two important centers of Syria further supports the case that Hama
was a large city. In the same sense of being a center on the border of the two
subregions of Syria, Hama had similar functions to that of Tripoli. That Tripoli was
more important or populous was probably due to its additional advantages as a port
city. 62
Ghazza and Antioch seem to have been the other important towns in Syria in
the fourteenth century. Ghazza was a rich and prosperous town under the Mamluks. It
was an important commercial town on the interregional road between Syria and
Egypt. Its specialities were grapes, figs, and stock-breeding. Ottoman registers on
the early sixteenth century indicate that the city might have had a population of over
10,000 people in more prosperous times of the fourteenth century. 63 Antioch was
once the most important city in Syria. 64 At its conquest by the Mamluks in 1297,
it stil revealed much of its grandeur. Even in the middle of the fourteenth century,
according to Ibn Battuta, it was "a great and eminent city," and "densely populated." 65
Throughout the Mamluk rule, however, Antioch kept declining especially as Aleppo
gained in importance. Nevertheless, Antioch, which was located on a very fertile plain,
retained its transhipment function on the Syria-Cilicia road throughout the fourteenth
century. 66
Contrary to Ziadeh's opinion, neither Beirut nor Jerusalem seem to have been
among the more populous towns of Syria in the fourteenth century. It is true that iron
ore and timber of Beirut were important resources for the Mamluk military economy,67
but it was Sidon (Saida) which served as a port to Damascus rather than Beirut. 68
Ibn Battuta described Beirut as a "small place," and Sidon, in similar terms, as
"a pleasant place". 69 As for Jerusalem, Ziadeh himself mentions elsewhere in his
work that this city had no other claim to existence during the fourteenth century than
its sanctity. "No main routes passed through it, no vital trades were practiced in it." 7 0
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Ayalon tells us that Jerusalem was the principal place of banishment for the Mamluk
amirs because of the town's isolation and the absence of a strong military garrison
there." 7 1 Ibn Battuta described Jerusalem in equivalent terms with Nablus and
al-Ramla as "large towns", 7 2 It seems that Nablus, Jerusalem and al-Ramla were the
secondary towns of an area the economic center of which was Ghazza.
Safad, too, was a center, but of a small area isolated from the rest of Syria
by a circle of mountains and the lake Tiberias. Safad, which controlled the entrance
to this pocket was a
medium size town "neither large nor small." Safad controlled
this area and also served as a wholesale market for the products of its various
settlements and for the products of Damascus. 73
Ziadeh's list does not include Malatya among the larger towns of Syria, but
probably it was one of the more important centers of the Aleppo subregion. First of
all, it had a special military function as a boarder town. About 600 of the mamluks
commissioned in the mamlaka of Halab regularly served in Malatya in addition to
1,000 halqa troopers. 74 Secondly, Malatya was an important station on the Syria-Caucasia road. This road was particularly important to the Mamluk regime because of the
continuous need for 'slaves'. Finally, Malatya was located on a rich plain which could
support a large population. On the basis of these reasons, Malatya can be considered
as a center of the same order with Ghazza, Safad and Antioch. al-Karak also had a
similar function of controlling an important interregional trade road, namely the
Damascus-Hijaz hajj road, but al-Karak's hinterland was too poor to support a large
population and favorable commercial prospects. It would be more appropriate to
consider al-Karak as a center with a single function. In that sense, al-Karak compared
to Jerusalem which had a single function as a senctified city and to Beirut again
with its single function as commanding over scarce timber and iron-ore resources,
or Saida as the major port of Damascus.
Smaller size towns such as Ba'labak, Harim, 'Izaz, Sarmin, Ma'arrat, Kafr, Tab,
Nu'man and Jinin, among others, served as retail market centers for the surrounding
villages and hamlets and/or as stopping and small scale trading places on the caravan
roads. 75 As for the villages and hamlets, little information is available about them.
Their primary function was agricultural production. Grain was the most important
product. 76 Beyond the villages and hamlets extended the deserts or stood the
mountains where the nomads ranged. In order to attain a full view of human spatial
organization in fourteenth century Syria, it is necessary to account for the relevant
aspects of the nomadic way of life.

Economic aspects of the nomadic way of life :
Kenneth Walton has noted that :
Nomadic way of life is not isolated from the other forms of land use and
societies in the arid lands but, in fact, is complementary to them
... there is a symbiosis between the nomadic pastoralist ... and the
cultivator who exploits either dry farming or oasis irrigation techniques.
This relationship is in part induced by the need for exchange of products
between the two economies and in part the product of the greater mobility
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and hence greater fighting power of the nomad who, in the individual tribe
at least, has a leader who has been selected for his ability to make decisions
on problems of water supply or pastures or for his ability to lead battles
for grazing rights or for plunder. The cultivators need milk, meat, hides
and wool as well as grain. In areas of winter rainfall such as eastern Syria,
Jordan and the northern parts of Arabia, the farmers began to cultivate in
the autumn at a time when grasses are beginning to spring up in discontinuous areas of the desert between the cultivated lands. The Beduin moved
away from the settlements until the harvest when the nomads began
to re-enter the cultivated areas to graze the animals on the stubble so that
from July to October nomad and sedentary cultivator were in close proximity. Regular links of this kind may be extended into a more regular
economic connection between the desert and the sown in which the same
families return, according to the seasonal rainfall pattern, to the lands of
palm groves which they themselves cultivate or own.77
Thus, for Walton, the nomadic way of life is an ecological adaptation, and the
various patterns which it evinces are conditioned by the particular nature of the
geographical environment at a given level of development of the productive forces.
From this point of view, one can readily acknowledge two major divisions among
nomads until the modern times : semi-nomadic peoples and true nomads. The seminomadic way of life is found "on the margins of the extreme deserts in areas of
seasonal rainfall, or in the pluvial upland areas,"78 and is characterized by a mixed
economy. True nomads are peoples "whose contact with the oases and the steppe
margins is irregular and who depend for their existence on exchange trade."79 Whenever possible, both of these groups would be engaged in carrying-trade by pillaging
the caravans or guarding them and in either case by supplying the beasts of burden.80
Their greater dependence on the draught-resistant camel permitted the far-ranging
habits of the true nomads. Even with their greater mobility true nomads were
restricted to known areas of grazing and water supply.81 Portions of these true nomads
became semi-sedentarized under certain circumstances such as a good annual rainfall,
favorable market circumstances (increasing food prices), transportation security, and
the strength of the central government in enforcing inter-tribal peace and in guarding.
the ease and security of settled life. The same circumstances encouraged trade, and
nomads benefitted from increased interregional as well as intra-regional commerce.
In this way, at least some of the semi-sedentarized nomads accumulated enough property to move into larger villages eventually, and even to towns where life was more
prosperous than both the desert and semi-sedentary hamlets and villages. Setbacks
to these favorable conditions, however, would reverse the entire process and portions
of the village and townsfolk would go back to the desert or mountains. This relative
ease with which many elements of the semi-nomadic and true nomadic population could
have become sedentarized or vice-versa (the ease with which a number of individuals
of even a large group of sedentarized peoples could have switched to a less settled
life if so forced by social, political and economic conditions) constituted a basic
feature of the human spatial organization in premodern Syria.82 The convenient economic prospects of the fourteenth century must have encouraged the sedentarization
of the nomads. The tent clusters of the true nomads must have shrunk while hamlets
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at the outskirts of a cultivable area that constituted the hinterland of a town or
large village must have increased. Some of the semi-nomads must have switched to
a full sedentary life and moved to villages and towns with better prospects.

CONCLUSIONS
In the light of the foregoing discussion, the relative ranks, populations and functions of human agglomerations (from the nomadic tent clusters to the subregional
centers of Aleppo and Demascus) in fourteenth century Syria can be summarized
as in the following table. Although not in Syria, Cairo is included in this table, because
it was the economic as well as political primate center of the Mamluk state which
included the region of Syria. Cairo was more populous than any other Mamluk city, and
the largest number of mamluk troops was based there.83

RANK, POPULATION AND ECONOMIC FUNCTIONS OF
HUMAN AGGLOMERATIONS IN 14th CENTURY SYRIA
Rank

Agglomerations

Popul. size
order

Economic function

Nomadic tent clusters

1

milk, meats, hide, wool + beasts of burden
animal husbandry

Villages and hamlets

2

Agricultural production, especially grain

III

Ba'labak and other large villages

3

Retail + occasionally very
handicrafts

IV

al - Karak
Saida
Beirut
Ramla
Nazareth
Jerusalem

I

II

Wholesale + small
special function

Safad
Malatya
Antioch
Ghazza
VI

VII

VIII

:

specialized

scale cotton

industry +

Transhipment, minor entrepôts + textile industry

Hama
Tripoli

Specialized industry (silk + sugar). Essentially
rank IV centers but with greater opportunities
due to position in between sub-regional centers.

Aleppo
Damascus

10
11

Subregional control centers + Principal entrepôts
of interregional trade + War industry +
production of luxory goods.

Cairo

12

Primate interregional center.
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In the table above, the rank of an agglomeration indicates its respective order
within the hierarchical framework of spatial organization in fourteenth century Syria.
The table suggests that there was a regularity to the population sizes corresponding to
each order. In this hierarchical system, the economic function of a lower order agglomeration was contained by all the higher order agglomerations. A higher order agglomeration, on the other hand, had additional functions to fulfill. For example, in Damascus
nomads marketed their products, various agricultural crops from grain to apricots were
harvested, retail as well as wholesale trade was practiced, and it was a transhipment
center with many entrepôts. In addition, there were many industries or handicrafts
producing goods from ordinary wearing apparel and household ware to high quality
weapons and luxory items.
Functions of different ranks of agglomerations overlapped as a natural consequence
of the limited means of transportation. It was too costly to carry bulky products such
as grain or perishable items such as fresh fruit or milk and milk products across long
distances. Such products had to be produced within an area that the market and transportation conditions allowed. For example, grain was brought into Damascus from as
far as the plain of Houran (about 80 miles) but not from beyond that. M Ba'labak was the
furthest point (46 miles) that supplied Damascus with various preparations of milk. 85
Under such circumstances, Damascus naturally produced most of the grain it needed
within the oasis on which it was located, and it stood as a favorable market for the
nomads who frequented the desert borders of the oasis. 86
In spite of its limitations, transportation played a predominant role in integrating
the various human agglomerations in fourteenth century Syria. To the extent the expediences of intra- as well as interregional transportation and commerce allowed it, economic specialization helped the central towns of Syria grow in size (albeit in proportion
to the potentialities of their immediate agricultural hinterlands). In turn, the growth
of the central towns positively affected the life of lower order agglomerations all the
way down to the nomadic tent clusters. In the first three quarters of the fourteenth
century, the most central town in Syria was Damascus. From the last quarter of the
century, Aleppo became equally important due to the opening up of the Iraq route
and the elimination of the political limitations that had curtailed

its development.

Henceforth, economic activity in Syria revolved around two prime cities each being
the center of a subregion as illustrated in the following diagram.
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NOTES
1 This article originated in a seminar at the Near Eastern Studies Department of Princeton Uni
versity in the winter of 1972. I greatly benefitted from the criticism of Professors Avram Udowitch
and Roy Mottahadeh, who conducted the seminar. I was first attracted to the topic by Ilhan
Tekeli's work on the spatial organization of the Ottoman Empire. (See his "The Evolution of
Spatial Organization In the Ottoman Empire and the Turkish Republic," From Medina to Metro
polis, ed. by Carl Brown, Princeton: The Darwin Press, 1973, 244-273, and "On Institutionalized
External Relations of Cities in the Ottoman Empire — A Settlement Models Approach," Etudes
Balkaniques, II, 1972, 49-72). The present article owes to Tekeli's work on more than a few
points. I am also indebted to my colleagues Belgin Tekçe and Ahmet Aykaç, who offered
valuable criticism, and Giinhan Damsman, who encouraged me to turn the original study into
an article and who prepared the drawings
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86 Even with the much improved means of transportation of the early 20th century, grain remained
to be among the most important crops of the oasis of Damascus. (J. A. Tower, The Oasis of
Damascus, Beirut, 1935, 39. Tower's work on the ecological conditions of the oasis of Damascus
is an illuminating study. For the ecological conditions of Aleppo and its vicinity see Jean Sauvaget,
Alep : essai sur le développement d'une grand ville syrienne, des origines au millleu du xix siècle,
2 vols., Paris, 1941, I : 1 - 21.)
87 For detailed maps of the routes and locations of towns in 14th century Syria refer to Popper,
XV, Maps 13, 14, 17, 18, 20. Popper's maps together with Ziadeh's map on provincial administration
(facing p . 12), and Sauvaget's maps on postal routes (La poste aux chevaux dans l'empire des
mamelouks, Paris, 1941, 57) and on the junction of roads at Aleppo (Alep, II, Plate LI) have been
the principle sources used in the construction of the diagram on the areal organization of 14th
century Syria.

14. YUZYIL SURÎYESiNDE NUFUSUN MEKANDA
DAGILIMI USTUNE BÎR YUNTEM DENEMESl
OZET
Çagdag toplumbillmi aragtirmalari, belli bir mekânda yagayan insanlarin bir
araya toplanarak olugturduklan çegitli boydaki yerle§me birimleri arasinda yapisal bir iligki bulundugunu gôsteriyor. Bu çaligmalann bulgularindan tarihçiler de
yararlanabilirler. Çagda§ ve eski toplumlar arasindaki iktisadî ve teknik geli§me
farklari gôz ôniine alinmak kaydiyla, eldeki tarihî veriler yeni bulgular i§iginda
yeniden ve daha anlamli olarak degerlendirilebilir ve gehirler çogu zaman yapildigi
gibi tek tek ele alinmak yerine dogal çevreleri içinde anlatilmak miimkiin olur.
Elinizdeki yazi, bu dugiinceyle giri§ilmi§ bir çali§mamn iiriinii, ondôrduncii yiizyil Su.
riyesinde niifusun mekânda dagihmini açiklamaya yônelik bir yôntem denemesi.
Once, insanlarin mekânda dagihmiyla ilg-ili bazi çagdag çahgmalann ondôrduncii yiizyil Suriyesinde de geçerli olabilecek bulgulan gôzden geçiriliyor. Sonra, Suriye bôlgesinin ondôrduncii yiizyildaki yagam §artlan ele ahmyor. Y a n kurak bir
iklime sahip olan bu bôlgede iç ve di§ ticaret olanaklan degerlendirilmedikçe insanlar ancak simrli bir geçim diizeyinde kalabilirlerdi. îç ve dz§ ticaretin bilinen
teknikler çerçevesinde geli§tirilmesi ise, buyiik ôlçiide, etkin bir tagima duzeninin kurulmasma ve surdUriilmesine baghydi. Yazida, ο dônemde Suriye'de hukum siiren Atemluk devletinin bu yôndeki çabalan belirtiliyor. Memluklann çabalan, devletin temel iktisadî dayanagini saglama almaya, yani iiretimden ahnan payi en yiiksek dtizeyde tutmaya yônelik oldugu kadar, devletin askerî ve idarî ôrgutlenme biçimiyle de yakindan ilgiliydi. Bu bakimdan, yazida Memluk devlet ôrgutiiniin ilgili
boyutlan aynntisiyla tarti§iliyor. Çegitli kasaba ve §ehirlerin iktisadî ve idarî i§levleri arasindaki ilintiyle beraber, belli bagh yerlegme merkezlerinin nufuslanyla
garnizonlannin bUyiiklugu arasindaki duz orantili iligkiye deginiliyor. Sonuç bôliimiinde de, daha ônceki tartigmalann îgiginda, ondôrduncii yiizyilda Suriye'de yagayan insanlarin mekâm kullanig biçimlerini aydmlatici bir model geli§tiriliyor. Model, tarihî gerçegi tamamiyla açiklama savmi tagimiyor; sait, bu gerçegin aranmasinda bagvurulabilecek bir araç ya da çaligma kilavuzu olarak ileri sUriiluyor.

